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**DPA/CPA/MIA**

- **squaring**: 2\(^{nd}\) order univariate

**bivariate MIA**

- **combining**: DPA/CPA
- **multiply**: 2\(^{nd}\) order bivariate
- **addition**: 1\(^{st}\) order bivariate
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- ad-hoc/heuristic schemes
- Processing the mask \( m \) and masked data \( i \oplus m \) simultaneously
  - joint distribution of SC leakages mainly because of GLITCHES
  - possible attacks
- Systematic schemes
  - Threshold Implementation, Security against 1\(^{st}\) order attacks

Desired: security against univariate attacks of any order
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- Basic GF($2^8$) operations, e.g., addition is easy
  - Multiplication needs more effort
- An Sbox computation

- Our goal
  - Hardware implementation using minimum settings
  - Using a Virtex-5 FPGA (SASEBO-GII)
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<tr>
<th>Design</th>
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Hard to convince the industry sector?
- getting close to software?
- Gaining univariate resistance at what price?
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![Graphs showing voltage, ln(MI), and correlation over time for Target Scheme evaluation.](image)
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![Graphs showing voltage and correlation over time for standard and amplified setup.]
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Summary

Figure 3.12: The power consumption of the AES ASIC during four clock cycles. A different clock frequency has been used for each of the four traces.

Power Analysis Attacks
Revealing the Secrets of Smart Cards
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- Cost of univariate resistance
  - security-performance tradeoff
  - processing the shares consecutively

- a light at the end of the tunnel by [pure] masking in hardware?
  - slowly reaching the software performance?
    - making a processor by giant hardware?
  - relatively easy ways to combine the leakages
    - measurement setup & high clock freq.

- What to do when evaluating a countermeasure / product?
  - without any addition/modification on measurement setup?
    - not fair, the attacker may do it
  - with any sophisticated measurement setup?
    - not fair, its security relies on a univariate leak-free scheme
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